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Innovation in Surgery Safety

Progressing Surgical Care
 

Selection of medications to optimize

therapeutic effect while minimizing the risk of

adverse effects

Test provides interpretations for dose and

delivery method,  critical for maximizing

therapeutic efficacy

Simplified reporting for easy interpretation

One time test; our genes don't change

Precision works with academic institutions with the goal of improving the accuracy of

predicting clinical outcomes and clinical decision support to improve the success of

surgeries. Our peri-operative testing can be used to determine what will work now

with what we know, as well as assess how novel information impacts clinical practice

in the future

 

As a part of our efforts to bring the most up-to-date technology to medicine and

healthcare, Precision Genetics is looking for collaborators to correlate the Opioid Use

Disorder (OUD) score to clinical outcomes so to associate a risk score directly to the

severity of addiction when looking at the metabolism and addiction tendencies to

opiates. Other studies relating to PONV, POAF, and PACU delay are of interest for

collaborations as well.

Decades of research and clinical trials

supporting interpretations

Medication optimization reducing wide clinical

interpatient variability

Pharmacogenetics has a major role in the effects of analgesic, sedative, beta-

blocker, local anesthetic, antiemetic, and obstetric medications. Precision Peri-

operative Medication Risk Solution uses the power of PGx to predict which

medications will be effective and safe during surgery.
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Report provides easy interpretation of  medication risks and efficacy

Predict peri-operative risk of thrombosis

Predict the risk of malignant hyperthermia

Improve a patient's pain control with post-operative opioid therapy

Decrease post-operative nausea and vomiting (PONV) with various anti-emetics

Precision Peri-operative Medication Risk Solution is a risk assessment

reporting tool that utilizes the patient’s unique genetic response to optimize

their care in the peri-operative setting.  This risk analysis provides

interpretations around your commonly used surgical drugs which can help

anesthesiologists choose the appropriate medications for patients whose

genetic profiles indicate that they are likely to react poorly to certain drugs,

such as opioids, or to metabolize them too quickly.
 

Benefits of use:

Technology, Advancement and, Health
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The Forefront of Surgical Care and Patient Safety 

Health care professionals may rest confident that they are using the best tools

to prescribe medications that reduce adverse reactions during surgery,

recover faster, and manage pain during convalescence. Precision Peri-

operative Medication Risk Solution is the only comprehensive solution available

to help anesthesiologists personalize care using best-in-class designed tools,

in collaboration with software partners, to present medication risk

assessments needed for the anesthesiologist in a simplified manner.

No-cost EMR Integration for test ordering

A simple cheek swab using Precision Genetics’ Peri-operative panel collection kit

Our laboratory performs the tests and delivers the report directly to your 

Precision's Peri-operative Medication Risk Report provides risk stratification of

outcomes, reducing the likelihood of post-operative complications

PharmD review with practitioners post-surgery for unmatched quality and care

Precision’s technology has a reporting mechanism that is built to improve itself -

predicts risk and improves outcomes with learning mechanisms.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our technology evolves better outcomes,

 

Seamless Workflow Integration


